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HEAD OF DEPARTMENT OF

INTRODUOTORY NOTE.
The following index is an attempt to select from the resources
of the University of Illinois library five hundred of the most
interesting pictures of the thirty mythological characters in
Hawthorne's •'Wonder book." These are meant to include reproductions
of famous works of art, and other pictures which, although lacking
in artistic interest, illustrate well some legend told of the
character mentioned*
The arrangement is first by subject, second by title, and
third by artist and gallery where preserved. Under each title is
given an exact reference to the book and the page where the picture
is to be found. The sign & has been used for the purpose of bring-
ing similar French, German and English titles together in alphabet-
ing, instead of using et, und, or and. Other the titles are ar-
ranged in regular alphabetical order. The figures is parenthesis
after each subject refer to the pages of the Wonder book on which
the subject is mentioned.
The edition to which page reference is given is the River-
|
side edition of Hawthorne's works, published by Houghton, Mifflin !
& Oo. Boston, in 1894, volume bearing the title, Wonderbook,
Tanglewood tales & Grandfather's chair.





The Amazons v/ere a mythical race of war-like women
said to have come from the Caucasus and to have settled in
Asia Minor about the river Thermodon* They weEe governed by
a queen and their intercourse with men was a limited as
possible. They occur constantly in Greek mythology and are
frequently represented in art*
Amazon . see




873 Hart>er, William R. & Miller, Prank J.
Six books of the Ajaneid of Virgil. p. 115, facing.
Amazon . Sosikles. Capitol, see
913.38 Baumeister, A.
qB32
Denkmaler des klassischen altertums. 3v. v. 3, pi. 48.
Amazon . From Attic red figured vase from Vulci. see
913.38 Hill, G.P.
H55
Illustrations of school classics. p. 143.
Amazon , rrom mural painting at jr'ompeii. see
750
fiv81 Koehler, S.K.
History of painting. pi. 4, no. 9.
Amazon . From pediment at Epidaurus. Athens. National
Museum. see

733 Gardner, Ernest Arthur.
Handbook of Greek sculpture. 2v, V.l, p, 373»
Amazon* Prom vase. see
913.38 Hill, G.P.
H55
Illustrations of school classics. p. 142.
Amazon . Head. see
709 Winckelmann, John.
W72
History of ancient art, tr. by G.H. Lodge. 4 v. v. 2.
pi. 17.
Amazon . Part of frieze from temple of Apollo at Bassai. see
730 Mitchell, Lucy M.
qM69
History of ancient sculpture. p. 398, 399.
Amazon , scene from the Amazon sarcophagus. Florence.
Archaeological museum. see
Century, Apr. 1892, 21:874.
Amazon frieze of the Mausoleum. see
730 Mitohell, Lucy M.
qM69
History of ancient sculpture. pi. 3, p. 470,
facing.
Amazon of Oapitoline type. Rome. Vatican, see
733 Gardner, Ernest Arthur.
017
Handbook of Greek sculpture. 2v. v.l, p. 334.








Denkm^ler des klassischen altertums* 3v« v.l,
p. 59.
Amazonenkampf vor Troja. see
913.38 Baumeister, A.
qB32
Denktrfiler des klassisohen altertums. 3v.
v.l, p. 63.
Battle ^ Amazons . see
709.37 Burn, Robert.
B93
Roman literature in relation to Roman art. p. 12.
Combat des Amazones. Rubens. see
Nouveau Larousse illustre; diotionnaire universel
encyclopedique, under Amazones.
Dead Amazon. waples. see
709 (The) fine arts; a course of university lessons, p. 271<
qln8





ANTAEUS (p. 122, 123, 125/
According to the most popular story Antaeus was a giant,
son of Poseidon and Gaea, who compelled all strangers to
wrestle. When he was throv/n he received fresh strength
from his mother. Earth. With the skulls of those he con-
quered he built a temple to his father. He was invincible

rtill Hercules discovered the secret of his strength and
killed him by lifting him in the air and strangling him,
Hercule & Ante* d'apres ime pierre gravd see
La grande encyclop^die, \mder AnteV.
Hercule etouffant Ant^«. Florence. see
Nouveau Larousse illustr^, dictionnaire universel
encyclope'dique, under Antes.
Hercules gegen den riesen Ant^as. see
913.38 Baumeister, A.
DenkmSler des klassischen altertums 3v.
v.l, p. 82.
AP03LL0 (p. 136)
Apollo was one of the great divinities of the Greeks.
The powers ascribed to him were of different kinds; he was
the god who punishes, whence he is represented with bow and
arrows; the god who affords help and wards off evil; the
god of prophecy; the god of song and music; the god who
delights in the foundation of cities and towns and the
establishment of civil constitutions; and, perhaps most
popularly, he was regarded as the god of the sun.
Apoll als sieger im gesang in Ifelphi. see
913.38 joaumeister, A.
qB32
Denkmaler des klassischen altertums. 3v.
v.l, p. 97.

Apoll & Bacchus. Delphi, see
913.38 Baumeister, A.
qB32
Denkmaler des klassischen altertums. 3v.
V.l, p. 104.
Apoll auf dem dreifusse segelnd. see
913.38 Baumeister, A.
qB32
Denkmaler. des klassischen altertums. 3v.
v.l, p. 102.
Apoll ino . Florence. see
913.38 Baumeister, A.
qB32
Denkmaler des klassischen altertums. 3v.
v.l, p. 100.
Apollo > see
938 Harrison, James Albert.
H24
Story of Greece. p. 33.
Apollo . Oanochos. British musevun. see
709.3 Reber, Pranz von.
R24
History of ancient art. p. 298.
Apollo . Raphael. Detail of the Parnassus. Rome. Vatican, see
709 Goodyear, William H.
G63r
Renaissance and modern art. p. 142.





Apollo , Statuette owned by Count Stroganoff. St, Petersburg,
see
730 Mitchell, Lucy M.
qM69
History of ancient sculpture. p. 624.
Apollo after the slaying of the dragon. see
913.377 Mau, August.
Pompeii. p. 328, facing.
M442
Apollo & Daphne. Bernini. Rome. see
709 Pine arts; a course of university lessons. p. 280,
qln8
facing.
Apollo & Daphne. Ohasseriau. see
750 Muther, Richard.
qM98
History of modern painting. 3v. V.l, p. 289.
Apollo oc Daphne. Rae, Henrietta (jwr. u;. Normand). see
Art joujmal, t895, 47:171.
Apollo & Hyacinthus. see
292 Gayley, Charles Mills.
G25
Classic myths in English literature. p. 120.
Apollo & Marsyas. Raphael. Vatican. see
Portfolio, July-Dec. 1895. Oartv/right, Julia.
Raphael in Rome. p. 15.
Apollo & Marsyas. Owned by Mr. Morris Moore. Rome. see
Scribner's monthly, Nov. 1879, 19:24.

Apollo & the muses» Thorwaldeen, see
707 Art for schools. p. 60.
017
pam
Apollo 6c the nymphs. Relief from Thasos. Louvre. see
733 Gardner, Ernest Arthur.
017
Handbook of Greek sculpture. 2v. V.l, p. 128.




Apollo at Vulcan's forge, Velasquez. see
jr-ortfolio, 1896. Armstrong, Walter.
Art of Velasquez, p. 38, facing.
Apollo bending bow. see
709.38 Burn, Robert.
B93
Roman literature in relation to Roman art.
p. 171, facing.
Apollo Chez Thetis. Girardon. Versailles. see
709 Bayet, 0.
B34
Pre'cis d'histoire d»l»art. p. 325.
Apollo citharoodus. see
707 Art for schools. p. 21.
017
pam
Apollo discovering in the baby Mercury the stealer of his
cows. Ives, Brayton. see
Oentury, Feb. 1890, 17:560.

Apollo found at Tenea. Munich. see
733 Gardner, Ernest Arthur.
G17
Handbook of Greek sculpture. 2y. v.l, p. 140.
Apollo found at Thera. Athens. National museum, see
733 Gardner, Ernest Arthur.
G17
Handbook of Greek sculpture. 2v. v.l, p. 124.
Apollo from centre of west pediment of the temple of Zeus
at Olympia. Olympia. see
733 Gardner, Ernest Arthur.
017
Handbook of Greek sculpture. 2v. v.l, p. 219.
Apollo from Naxos. Bronze statuette Berlin museum. see
730 Mitchell, Luojr M.
M69
History of ancient sculpture. p. 191.
Apoll o from Orchomenus in Boetia. Athens. National Museum, see
733 Gardner, Ernest Arthur.
G17
Handbook of Greek sculpture. 2v. v.l, p. 148.
Apollo from Ptous. Showing Aegenetan influence. Athens.
National museum, see
733 Gardner, Ernest Arthur.
G17
Handbook of Greek sculpture. 2v. v«l, p. 151.
Apollo Gouffier. British museum. see
730 Mitchell, Lucy M.
qM69
History of ancient sculpture. p. 664.
Apollo in a chariot. see

730 oaproni, P.P. & brother.
017
Catalogue of plaster cast reproductions, p. 105.
Apollo mit leier & grelf. see
Meyers knnveisationslexikon, under Apollon.
Apollo of Branch!dae Bronze statuette. Louvre. see
913.38 Hill, G.P.
H55
Illustrations of school classics. p. 27.
Apollo of the Belvedere. see
709 Pine arts; a course of university lessons. p. 26,
qln8
facing.
L 'Apollon . Rodin. see
Art Journal, 1900, 52:214, facing.
Apollon . Florence. see
Nouveau Larousse illustre''; dictionnaire universel
encyolopedique, under Apollon.
Apollon. Rome, see





Denkm'dler des klassischen alterturns. 5v.
v.l, p. 96.
















Apollon archaique. Louvre. see
Nouveau Larousse illustre^; dictionnaire universel
encyolope''dique, under Apollon.
Apollon au griffon. Rome. Oapitole. see
292 • Collignon, Maxime.
069
Mythologie. p. 95.
Apollon citharfede. Maples. see
Nouveau Larousse illustre; dictionnaire universel
enoyclopedique, under Apollon.
Apollon didjion^en. see
(La) grande encyclopedie, under Apollon.
Apollon hermaphrodite. Maples. see
































Apollon von Tenea. see
913«38 Baumeister, A.
qB32
Denkm'aler des klassischen altertums. 3v.
V. 1, p. 328.
Apollo*
s
schooldays. Duncan, John. see
Artist, July, 1395, 16:271.
(La) dispute die trepie'd de delphes. Relief de bronze




Grynean Apollo. Head. Silver coin. British museujn. see
913.38 Hill, G.F.
H55
Illustrations of school classics. p. 29.
(Der) palatini sche Apoll. see
913.33 Baumeister, A*
qB32
Denkmaler des klassischen altertums. 3v.
v.l, p. 99.
ATLAS. (p. 127, 128, 129, 130, 131, 133.)
According to Hesiod, Atlas was condemned to bear heaven
on his head and shoulders as a punisliment for making war,
with the other Titans, on Zeus. The best known representa-
tions of Atlas in early art are those on the parap«-t
surrounding the statue of Olympian Zeus and on the throne
of Apollo at Amyclae.
Atlas see

707 Henneoke, 0* & Co.
H39
Art studies. p. 70.
Atlas & Prometheus. see
913. 38 Baumeister, A.
qB32
Denkmaier des klassisohen altertums. 3v.
v# 3, p. 1411.
Atlas bearing the world. see
292 Gayley, Charles Mills.
G25
Olassio myths in English literature. p. 237.
Atlas supporting the heavens. Naples. see
913.38 Hill, G.F.
H55
Illustrations of Greek classics. p. 65.
BACCHUS, messenger to Midas. (p. 57, 58, 59, 60, 70, m, 72)
Greek, Dionysus.
Bacohus, god of vegetation and fruitfulness, and, more
closely, of the vine and its products, was the son of
Semele and Zeus. He discovered and taught the powers of
the grape and headed a band of nymphs and satyrs with whom
he wandered over the earth communicating his new gift to
men, blessing those who received him gladly and punishing
his enemies. In art tvfo types prevail. In the earlier the
god is represented as bearded and fully draped. In later
art he is represented as a beardless youth, nude, or
wearing only the fawnskin.
Bacchus . Head. Leyden. see


























Classic myths in English literature. p» 265»
Bacchus. Vatican. see
709 Goodyear, William Henry.
063
History of art. p. 166.
Bacchus & Ariadne. see
707 Hennecke, 0. A co.
H39
Art studies. p. 60.
Bacchus & Silenus. Wall painting. see
292 Gayley, Charles Mills
025
Classic myths in English literature. p. 174.
Bacchus finding Ariadne. Wall painting. see
292 Gayley, Charles Mills.
025
Classic myths in English literature. p. 266.




Denkm'aler des klassischen altertums. 3v.
v.l, pi. 5.
Dionysos & sein mundschenk. see
913.33 Baumeister, A.
qB32
Den3cmaler des klassischen altertums. 3v.
V. 3, p. 1980.




Denkmaler des klassischen altertums* 3v»
V. 3, p. 1301.
Dionysos in seliger ruhe dem Lykiirgos zuschauend* see
913.38 Baumister, A.
gB32
Denkmaler des klassischen altertums. 3v*
p. 835«
Dionysos & die vier jahreszeiten. see
913.38 Baiameister, A.
qB32
Denkmaler des klassischen altertums. 3v.
v.l, p, 702.
Ein -preisgekrenter dramatischer dltHtar empfangt den
Dionysos zu gaste. see
913.33 Baumeister, A»
qB32
Denkmaler des klassischen altertums. 3v«
V.3, p. 1765.
Flotenspielender satyr & Dionysos. see
913.38 Baumeister, A.
qB32
Denkmaler des klassischen altertums. 3v.
v.l, p. 555.
Head of Bacchus. So-called Ariadne. Capitol. see
709 Goodyear, William Henry
G63
History of art. p. 187.
BAUCIS. (p. 140, 141, 144, 146, 148, 149, 150, 151, 152,
153, 154, 155, 156, 157, 159, 160, 161, 162) see
Philemon.

BELLEROPHON (p. 168, 169, 171, 172, 173, 174, 175, 176, 177,
178, 179, 180, 181, 182, 183, 184, 185, 186, 187,
188, 189, 190, 191, 192, 193, 194)
On account of false accusations by Anteia, wife of King
proetus, Bellerophon was sent on various dangerous enter-
prises for the purpose of causing his death. He was succoss-
TaX in all of them however, and won great renown for his
bravery• Of his later life there are many versions. In
art he is most often represented in battle with the
chimaera.
Bellerophon & die Ohimara. see
913.38 Baumeister, A.
qB32
Denkmaler des klassischen altertums. Sv.
v.l, p. 301.
Bellerophon & Pegasus. see
292 Gayley, Charles Mills.
025
Classic myths in English literature. p. 232.
Bellerophon on Pegasus. Crane, Walter. Drawing for new
Houghton edition of Mathaniel Hawthorne's Wonder
Book. see
Outlook, 7 Dec. 1901, 69:870.
Bellerophon slaying the Chimera. Webley, S. see
Artist, Sept.-Dec. 1901. 32:65.
Bellerophon vainqueur de la Ohimere. D'apres une mosaique.
Saint-Germain, see
La grande encyclop^die, under Bellerophon.

CHIMAERA (p. 174, 175, 176, 177, 184, 185, 186, 187, 188, 189,
190, 191, 192, 193, 194)
The Ohimaera is described by Homer as a firebreathing
monster with the head of a lion, the body of a goat, and
a serpent's tail* After devastating the Ly«ian country for
many years he was killed by Bellerophon with the aid of
Pegasus* The finest representation of the Ohimaera in
ancient art is a large bronze at Florence*
Bellerophon & die Ohim&?a* see
913.38 Baumeister, A.
qB32
Denkmfeler des klassisohen alterturns* 3v*
v.l, p* 301.
Ohimaera* Moreau, Gustave, see
Magazine of art, Dec. -Oct* 1899-1900* 24:100*
Ohimara * Arezzo* see
913*38 Baumister, A.
qB32
DenkmSler des klassisohen altertums* 3v*
v*l, p* 301*
Ohimaera & the maiden. Stappen, Oharles van der* see
Magazine of art. May, 1896-97, 20:214*
Ohimaera & the mother* Stappen, Oharles van der, see
Magazine of art, Dec- May, 1896-97, 20:214.
Ohimaera & the youth* Stappen, Charles van der, see
Magazine of art, Dec*- May, 1896-97, 20:214*

Qhimer9 » Florence, Musee d.e» Bronze. see
La grande enoyclope'die, under ohim^re,
DANAE (P. 21, 22, 23, 45)
Danae was the daughter of Acrisius and the mother of
Perseus • According to the legend an oracle declared that
her son would kill his grandfather. Acrisius therefore con-
fined Danae in an underground chamber. But she was here
visited by Zeus in the form of a shower of gold, and bore
him Perseus. Acrisius then put mother and son in a chest
and exposed them on the sea. The chest, however, drifted
ashore on the island of Seriphos, and Danae and her child
were saved. They remained there till Perseus had grown
and became a hero famous for his exploits. Later Danae
aocompaAied him to Argos, whence Acrisius fled at his
approach—only to meet death accidentally at Larissa from
the hand of Perseus.
Danae . Oorreggio. see
708.1 Catalogue of western gallery of art. p. 52, facing.
K13
pam
Danae . Sleigh, Bernard. Tempera painting. see
Studio, June-Sept. 1901, 23:163.
Danae . Titien. see
Nouveau Larousse illustre, dictionnaire universel encyclo-
pedique, under Danae. i
Danae & her son Perseus. Oellini, Benvenuto. Florence. Veochlo
Pallazo. In the Perseus pedestal. see
i'

Art amateur, Aug. 1890, S3: 55.
Danae & the golden rain, Titian. Naples gallery. see
Artist, Sept. -Dec. 1898, 23:202, facing.
Danae mit Perseus soil in den kasten eingesperrt werden. see
913.38 Baumeister, A.
qB32




Diana was the daughter of Jupiter and Latona, and sister
of Apollo. She was known as the goddess of the moon and
the patroness of hunting, chastity, and marriage. Her
temple at Ephesus was considered one of the wonders of the
world. Groves, and the neighborhood of springs or wells




Denkm'aler des klassisohen altertums. 3v»
v.l, p. 132.
Archaistische Artemis. Mimchen. see
913.38 Baxuneister, A.
qB32
Denkm'dler des klassisohen altertums. 3v.
v.l, p. 349.

Artemis * Buokman, Percy. Prom a watercolor drawing. see
Studio, June-Sept. 1897, 11:265.
Artemis . Thornycroft, Hamo. see
Century, June, 1883, 4:176.
Artemis . Thornycroft, Hamo, R.A. Prom a plaque in low relief.
see
Portfolio, 1889, 20:48.
Artemis . Watts, G.P. see
Magazine of art, 1894, 17:340.
Artemis . Wencker, Joseph Luxembourg. see
708.4 Nos muses nationaux; le Louvre & le Luxenbourg.
qB29
p. de livralson, 10.
Diana . Abate, Nicoolo dell. see
750 Woltmann, Alfred, & Woermann, Karl.
W83
History of painting. 2v. v. 2, p. 644.
Diana . Delauney. see
750 Muther, Richard
qM98
History of modern painting. 3v. v.l, p. 427.
Diana . Houdon, J. A. Bronze statue Louvre. see
709 Pine arts; a course of university lessons. p. 23.
qlnS
Diana . Houdon, J. A. Prom Hotel de ville de Toulon, porte
de Puget. see




Diana . Loomis, Ohester, Proni an unpublished drawing. see
Soribner. Mar. 1892, 11:342.
Diana. Mao monnio, Prederiok. sqq
Art amateur, Dec, 18D9, 42:4,
Diana , Sauber, Robert, A decorativa panel. see
Artist, June 1897, 19:241, facing.
Diana. Strang, W. see
709 Record of art in 1898. p. 99.
Diana. Warner, 01 in. see
735 Taft, Lorado.
c^T12
History of American sculpture, p. 265
Diana . V/ood, J. Warrington. soe
Magazine of art, 1891, 14:140.
Diana^^a la biche. Head. Louvre, see
730 Duff, Mary Graham,
D87 ^
Some noted sculptures, 2v, p. 173, facing.
Diana \ la biche. Louvre, see
730 Duff, Mary Graham,
D87
Some noted sculptures, 2v, v,l, p, 178, facing,
Diana driving away love, Baudry, see
759,4 Van Dyke, John 0.

9V28 Modern French masters. p. 66, facing,
Diana im bade von AktSon erblickt. see
913.38 BaumeiSter, A.
qB32
Denkmailer des klassisohen altertims. 3v.
v.l, p. 37.
Diana mit der fackel. see
913.38 Baumeister, A.
qB32
Denkmaier des klassischen alterturns. 3v.
v.l, p. 135.
Diana of Fontainebleau. Cellini, Benvenuto. Louvre. see
709 Bell, Mrs. Nancy R. E. (Meugens)
B41
Elementary history of art, architecture, sculpture
painting. p. S66.
Diana of the tower. Saint-Gaudens, Augustus. Madison •quare
garden. New York city. see
World's work, Feb. 1904, 7:4414.
Diana robing. Gabii. see
707 Art for schools, p. 19.
017
pam
Diana von Ephesus. see
913.38 Baumeistor, A.
qB32
Denkmaier des klassisohen altertums. 3v.
v.q, p« 131.
Diana's chase. Domeniohino. Rome. Borghese gallery. see
709 Goodyear, William H.
G63T
Renaissance and modern art. p. 180.

Diane * Palguibre. seo
Nouveau Larousse illustre; dictionnairo universel
encyclope'dique, under Artemis.
Diane » Leveque. see
Nouveau Larousse illustr^; dictionnaire universel
encyolop^dique, under Artemis,
Diane au bain. Boucher, Francois. Louvre. see
708.4 Nos musees nationaux; le Louvre et le Luxembourg*
qB29
p. de livraison, 1.
Diane chasseresse* see
Nouveau Lgo^ousse illustre; dictionnaire xiniversel
encyclope'dique, under Artemis.
Diane du chateau d'Anet* Goujon, Jean. Louvre. see
709 Bayet, 0.
B34
Preeis d'histolre de I'art. p. 271.
Diane Lucif^re. Naples. see
Nouveau Larousse illustre; dictionnaire universel
encyolop^dique, under Artemis.
Diane tirant d*l* arc. Naples, see




Epiraetheus was the son of Japetus and Olymene, brother

of Prometheus and husband of Pan dora, who brought to him
the casket from which all the woes were let loose on the
human race. (See also Pandora.)
Epimetheus & Pandora, see
813 Hawthorne, Nathaniel.
H31w
Wonder book. p. 98, facing.
GERYON. (p. 115,120)
Geryon, a giant with three bodies and powerful wings,
dwelt on the island Scythia in the western ovean. He was
the possessor of a herd of red cattle, watched by the
shepherd Erytion and a two-headed dog called Orthus. One
of the twelve labors of Herakles was to carry off these
cattle and to slay the pursuing Geryon.
Combat dg Ge'ryon & d* Hirakles. D'apres un vase chalcedien,
see
Nouveau Larousse illustre; dictionnaire universel
encyclope'dique, under Geryon.
(Der) dreileibige Geryon. see
913.38 Baumeister, A.
qB32
Denkmaler des klassischen altertums. 3v.
v.l, p. 662.
Heraklos kampft gegen Geryoneus um die rinder. see
913.38 Baumeister, A.
qB32




The Gorgons were three in number, the daughters of
Phoroys and Ceto, and sisters of the Graiae, They are
represented as being frightful monsters with brazen olaws,
bodies covered with impenetrable scales, and heads entwined
with serpents. According to He»iod they dwelt oh the
furthest shore of the western ocean, in the neighborhood of
Night and near the Hesperides. Of the three Medusa alone
was mortal. (see Medusa.)
GRAEAE; the three gray women. (p. 28,31,32,33,34,35,36,37/
The Graeae had gray hair from their birth and are des-
scribed as having but one tooth and one eye in common, which
they borrowed from one another when necessary. They were
daughters of Phocys and Ceto and were regarded as marine
divinities, personifications of foam.
Perseus & the Graiae. Burne-Jones, Sir Edward. Prom a photo-
graph of the painting, see
Studio, Feb. -May, 1899, 16:175.
HERCULES. (p. 116,117,118,119,120,121,122,123,124,125,126,127,
128,129,130,131,132,133) Greek, Herakles.
Hercules was the most celebrated of all the heroes of
antiquity. Being informed by the oracle at Delphi that
immortality awaited him if he would serve Eurystheus for
twelve years and do his bidding, Hercules bound himself to
the Argive King, who imposed on him twelve different tasks,
the story of the eleventh of which, the fetching of the

golden apples of the Hesperides, Hawthorne tells in his
"Three golden apples". In art Heroulos was a favorite
subject and many vase pictures, reliefs and statues still
remain.
Apotheosis of Hercules. Vase picture, see
292 Gayley, Charles Mills
025
Classic myths in English literature, p. 243.




Atlas of classical antiquities, pi. 4, fig.l.
Dying Hercules. Morse, Samuel P.B. see
709.73 Benjamin, S.G.W.
343
Art in America, p. 35.
(Der) erymanthische eber. see
913.38 Baumeister, A.
qB32
Denkmaler des klassischen altertums. 3v.
v.l, p. 658.
Farnese Hercules. see
730 Duff, Mary Graham.
D87
Some noted sculptures. 2v. v. 2, p. 257, facing
Farnese Hercules. Back view, see
730 Diff, Mary Graham.
D87
Some noted sculptures. 2v. v. 2, p. 258, facing.

Heracles & his paedagogue. see
913, 38 Schreiber, Theodor.
Sch7
Atlas of classical antiquities* pi. 90, fig* 9«
Heracles & the horses of Dioinedes, Marble group, Vatican, see
913.38 Hill, G.P.
H55
Illustrations of Greek classics. p. 71.
Heracles bringing a Stymphalian bird to Athena. Metope from
the temple of Zeus at Olympia. see
730 Mitchell, Lucy M.
qM69
History of ancient sculpture. p. 257.
Heracles cleaning Augeias* stables. Metope from temple of
Zeus at Olmpia. see
730 Mitchell, Lucy M.
qM69
History of ancient sculpture, p. 261.
Heracles freeing Prometheus. Statu«itbes from Pergamon. Berlin^
see
730 Mitchell, Lucy M.
qM69
History of ancient sculpture. p. 593.
Heracles strangling the serpents. Naples. see
913.38 Hill, G.F.
H55
Illustrations of Greek classics. p. 69.
Heracles stretching his bow. Oarapanos collection. see
709.38 Oollignon, Maxime.
069E
Mannual of Greek archaeology. p. 125.

Heracles struggling with sea-god. Part of frieze from temple
of Assos. Louvre. see
730 Mitchell, Lucy M.
qM69
History of ancient sculpture. p. 183.
Herakles . Aus dem ostgiebel des Athena temples. Aigina. see
913.38 Baumeister, A.
qB32
Denkmaler des klassischen altert\ims. 3v.
v.l, p. 335.




Denkmaler des klassischen altertums. 3v.
V.2, p. 1081.




Herakles & Nessos. see
013.38 Baiimeister, A.
qB32
Denkmaler des klassischen altertums. 3v.
v.l, p. 667.
Herakles & Omphale. see
913.38 Baumeister, A.
qB32
Denkmaler des klassischen altertums. 3v.
v.2, p. 1105.

Herakles carrying the Kercopes. Metope from the temple of
Selinus. Palermo rauseuzn, see
Oentury, Apr. 1892, 21:075.
Herakles oombattsint. Bibliotheque nationale. see
Nouveau Larousse illustre"; dictionnaire universel
enoyclope'dique, under Heacles.
Hirakles disputant a Apollon le trepied de Delphes. see
Nouveau Larousse illustre; diotionnaire unii^ersel
enoyclope'dique, under Heracles.
Herakles in den walfisoh steigend. see
913.33 Baumeister, A.
qB32
Denkmaler des klassischen alterturas. 3v.
v.l, p. 663.
Herakles mit dem stier. Metope des Zeus tempels. see
913.38 Baumeister, A.
qB32 Denkmaler des klassischen altertums. 3v.
V.2, p. 1080.
Herakles ' soheiterhaufen & himmelfahrt. see
913.38 Baumeister, A.
qB32
Denkmaler des klassischen altertums. 3v.
v.l, p. 669.
(Die) heraufholung des Cerberus. see
913.38 Baumeister, A.
qB32




708 Le muse'e de sculpture comparee. 3v# v. 3, pi, 291.
T74
Heroule & Aoheloiis# Pembroke oollection. see
Nouveau Larousse illustr^; dio tionnaire universel
enoyolopedique, under Heracles*
Hercule & Telbphe* Louvre, see
Nouveau Larousse illustre; dio tionnaire universel
encyclopddique, under Heracles,
Hercule coui^rone par la Gloire. Desjardins, Louvre, see
Nouveau Larousse illustre; dictionnaire universel
enoyclope'dique, under Heracles,
Hercule enfant. Vatican, see
Nouveau Larousse illustre; dictionnaire universel
oncyclope'dique, under Heracles,
Hercule enfant etouffant les serpents, Turin, see
Nouveau Larousse illustre'; dictionnaire universel
encyclope'dique, under Heracles,
Herculo enfant etouffant les serpent fond de cratere en
argent Berlin, see
Nouveau Larousse illustre; dictionnaire universel
encyclopedique, under Heracles,
Hercules . McEwen, Walter, see
759,1 King, Pauline,
K58
American mural painting, p, 190,

Hercules . Prom temple of Venus at Goldos* see
Harper, June-Nov, 1872, 45:199.
Hercules & Auge. Painting in the house of the Vettii. see
913.38 Baumeister, A.
qB32
Denkm'dler des klassischen alter turns, 3v. v.l,
p. 124.




Illustrations of Greek classics. p. 74.
Hercules & Cerberus. Vase picture, see
292 Gayley, Charles Mills
G25
Classic myths in Englush literature, p. 238.
Hercules & Nessus. Beham, H.S. see
750 Woltraann, Alfred, & Woecmann, Karl.
W83
History of painting. 2v. v. 2, p. 158.
Hercules & the Hesperides. see
813 Hawthorne, Nathaniel.
H31w
Wonder book. p. 136, facing.
Hercules at the lake of Kymphale. Moreau, Gustave. see
Magazine of art, Dec-v^ct. 1899-1900, 24:103.
iiHercules between vice « virtue. Koger, i^ouis. fvix. de
Kome painting, see
Magazine of art, Dec. -Oct. 1899-1900, 24:185.

Hercules oarryiiig a man* Muni oh. see
730 Oaproni, P.P. & brother.
017
Catalogue of plaster oast reproductions, p. 26.
Hercules feasting. Greek vase painting. Munich, see
913.33 Hill, G.P.
H55
Illustrations of Greek classics. p. 75.
Hercules holding the apple of the Hesperides. Bronze found




Hercules the infant, strangling serpent. British museum, see
730 Oaproni, P.P. & brother.
017
Catalogue of plaster cast reproductions. p. 26.
Hoohzeit des Herakles & der Hebe. see
913.38 Baumeister, A.
qB32
Denkm'dler des klassischen alter turns. 3v.
v.l, p. 630.
Infant Hercules. Reynolds, see
B Pulling, P.S.
R463
Sir Joshua Reynolds. p. 114.





Kamph mit dera nemeischen I'owen, see
913.38 Baumeister, A»
qB32
Denkmaier des klassischen altortums. 3v.
v.l, p. 565.
(Der) kerynitische hirsch, see
913.38 Baiimeister, A.
qB32
Denkmaier des klassischen altertums. 3v.
v.l, p. 660.
(Der) kretische stier. see
913.38 Baumeister, A.
qB32
Denkin^ler des klassischen altertums. 3v.
v.l, p. 660.
(Die) lernaische hydra. see
913.38 Baumeister, A.
qB32
Denkwaler des klassischen altertums. 3v.
v.l, p. 657.
Biarriage of Hercules to iiebe. see
913.38 uusman, Pierre.
fu97




Ancient Rome in the light of recent discoveries
p. 288.




Denkmaler des klassischen altertums. 3v.
v.l, p. 655*
Prometheus released by Hercules, see
Magazine of art, Nov. -Oct. 1900-01, 25!f200.
(Der) rasende Herakles. see
913.38 Baumeister, A.
qB32
Denkm'aler des klassischen altertums. 3v.
v.l, p. 665.
(Das) v/einfass der kentauren. see
913.38 Baumeister, A.
qB32
Denkmaler des klassischen altertums. 3v.
v.l, p. 659.
HESPERIDES. (p. 110, 111, 112, 114, 116, 117, 120, 121 , 1S2, 126, 127,
131)
In the earliest version the Hesperides were the daughters
of Night, ¥/ho, on an island far beyond the western
ocean, guarded with the dragon, x^adon, the golden apples,
symbol of love and fruitfu.lness, which (iaea produced as a
wedding gift for z^eus and Hera. The number of the
iiesperides varied in the legends but the common version
names three, iiater stories represented them as the
daughters of Atlas, with whose aid Hercules secured three
of the apples. They were afterwards, however, restored
by Athena.




History of modern painting. 3v. v. 3, p. 7€4.
Hesperides * Peintui-e d*un vase de Midias, see
Nouveau Larousse illustre'; dictionnaire universel
encyclopedique, under Hesperides.
Garden of the Hesperides. Burne-Jones, Sir Edward, Prom the
original painting in the possession of Ool. H»
Jekyll. see
Art joiirnal, 1900, 52:94, facing.
Garden of the Hesperides. Leighton, Sir Frederick, bart.
P.R.A. see
Art journal, 1895, v. 47, frontispiece.
(jDer) garten der nesperides. see
913.38 oaumeister, a.
qB32
i^enkm'Aler des klassischen alter turns. 3v.
v.l, p. 686.
HIPPODAMIA. (p. 22,23,27,46)
Hippodamia was the beautiful daughter of Oenomaiis, King
of Pisa, in Elis. She is said to have married Pelops, son
of Tantalus. In the Hawthorne story. King Polydectes is
made her lover and Perseus is sent for the Medusa head as
a gift for her.
Pelops & Hippodamia als sieger. see
913.38 Baumeister, A.
qB32
Denkmaler des klassischen altertums. 3v.





Hippolyta, Gueen of the Amazons, was the daughter of
Ares and Otrera, In some accounts she is said to have been
married to Theseus and to have been the mother of Hippolytus
i^he was slain in battle by Heracles, when he went at the
bidding of Eurystheus to fetch the girdle given her by Ares,
(ua) mort d* Hippolyte d*apres de Troy. see
|
nouveau ijarousse illustre"; dictionnaire universel
encyolope'dique, under Hippolyte.
HOPE* (p. 99,100,101) Greek, Elpis. Latin, Spes.
According to mythology Hope was the sister of Sleep,
which suspends our cares, and of Death, which ends them.
When the box entrusted to Epimetheus was opened, and all man«
ner of evils scattered over the earth, Hop« alone remained
|
to console mankind. In art Hope is usually represented as a
youthful figure holding in her right hand a flovyer and with
the left holding up her garment.
Hope » Burne-Jones, Sir Edward, bart. R.A. see
Arts for America, 15 Nov. 1898, 8:93.
Hope . Reynolds, Sir Joshua, P.R.A» see
Art journal, 1898, 5:215.
Hope . Watts, George Frederick, *...A. In possession of Mr.
William K. Moss, see
Scribner, Dec. 1894, 16:698.
Hope . Mosal'que du tombeau de Pasteur. see









L'EsTD^rance . Ohavannes, Puvis de, see
Studio, Oct^Mar, 1894-95, 4:175.
L'Esperance » Dalmata, Giovanni, see
709.45 Muntz, Eugene.
qM88
Histoire de I'art pendent da renaisssance. 3v.
v.l, p. 577.
lOBATES (p. 175,176,184,100,194)
lobates, king of Lyoia, was the ruler of th land which
the Ohimaera devastated for so long. After it vms slain
by Bellerophon, lobates ^ave him his daughter in marriage
and a large and fertile estate in Lycia.
Bellerophon delivering his letter to lobates. youth Italian
red figured vase painting. see
913.38 Hill, G.P.
H55
Illustrations of school classics. p. 145.
JUPITER. "The elder stranger." (p. 144,146,147,148,149,155,157
158,159,160) Greek, Zeus.
Jupiter or Zeus was the chief of the gods and lord of
heaven. He raled the elements and determined the course of
all human affairs. He foresaw the future and revealed it
to men thJ?ough signs. He was the guardian of law and the
protector of justice and virtue. As a subject of art
Jupiter is found most frequently in the works of the
Graeco-Roman period, when the Roman and the Greek concep-
tion of him blended.

Birth of Zeus* see
913.38 Hill, G.P.
H55
Illustrations of school classics, p.l.
Hera besuoht Zeus auf dem Ida. see
913.38 Baumeister, A.
qB32
Denkraaler des klassischen altertums. 3v.
V.3, p. 1842.
Hoohzeit des ^jens & der Hera. see
913.38 tjaumeister, A.
qB32
jjenkmaler des klassischen altertims. 3v.
v.l, p. 347.
Infancy of Jupiter. Watts, George Frederick, R.A. see
Artist, 1896,17:265.
Jupiter . Cellini, Benvenuto. Figure on the Perseus pedestal
Florence Veochio Palazzo. see
Art amateur, Aug. 1890, 23:5.
Jupiter . Prom Pompeii. Naples. National museum. see
Hew international cyclopedia, under Jupiter.




Jupiter & Antiope. Corrbge. Louvre. see
709.45 Muntz, Eugene.
qM88
histoire de I'art pendent la renaissance. 3v.
p. 580.

(Jupiter <3c Antiope, Titian, uouvre, see
709.45 Miintz, iiAigene.
qM88
Histoire de i *art pendent la renaiaaanoe. 3v.
p. 621.
Jupiter & Antiope. Watteau, Antoine. see
708.4 Nos musees nationaux; le Louvre & le Luxembourg.
qB29
p. de livraison, 3.
Jupiter & Cupid. Raphael. see
Portfolio, 1886, 22:136.
Jupiter & Gan3^flede. see
709 Wlnckelmann, John.
w72
History of ancient art. 4v. v. 3, pi. 11.
Jupiter & Semele. Schiavoni, AJidrea. see
Magazine of art, Dec. -May, 1896-97, 20:116.
Jupiter & Thetis. Ingres, see
Nouveau iiarousse illustre; dictionnaire universel
encyclope'dique, under jupiter.
Jupiter enthroned. see
292 vjayley, oharles mills.
Cj25
ulassio myths in i^nglish literature. p. 54.
Jupiter Olympus. Phidias. Sixty feet high. Elis. see
730 Plaxman, John.
F61
Lectures on sculpture. pi. 20.

Jupiter surveying the world. Wall painting, see
292 Gayley, Oharles Mills.
G25
Olassio myths in English literature, p. 37.
MarriaF:e mystique de Zeus & d*Hera. see
732 Paris, Pierre.
P21
(La) sculpture antique. p. 249.








^eus . Back view of statue at Olympia. see
Oentury, Aug. 1898, 34:493.
Zeus . Bronze head from Olympia. see
730 Mitchell, Lucy M.
qM69
History of ancient sculpture. p. 211.
eus.Buste von Otriooli. see
913.38 Baumeister, A.
qB32 Denkm'aler des klassischen altertums. 3v.
V.3, p. 1317.
Zeus . Colossal marble head. British museum. see
732 Mitchell, Lucy M.
M69














Atlas of classical antiquities. pi. 5, fig. 8.




Zeus gruppe. Gigantomachie des Pergamenischen altars* see
913*38 Baumeister, A.
qB32
Denkmaler des klassischen altertums. 3v*
V. 2a pi. 27*
Zeus im kampfe gegen xyphoeus* see
913.38 Baumeister, A*
qB52
uenkmaler des klassischen altertums* 3v*
v*3, p* 2135*
MARS. (p. 115)
Mars, later identified with the Greek Ares, was the god
of war and battles* In Greek cult and myth he had small













and important. His emblems ?/ere the spear and shield, and
his ohief festivals were in March and October, —the open




Denkmaler des klassischen altertums. 3v.




Denkm'dler des klassischen altertiims. 3v.
v.l, p. 118.
Ares . D*apres le vase Prangois. see




Denkm'aler des klassischen altertums. 3v.
v.l, p. 118.
Mars . see
707 Hennecke, 0. & co.
H39
Art studies. p. 64.
Mars . Florence, see
Nouveau Larousse illustre'^; dictionnaire universel
encyclopedique, under Ares.
Mars . Madrid. Museo del Prado. see




Nouveau Larousse illustre'; dictionaire universel
encyclopddique, under Ares.
Mars . Rome. Oapitole. see
Nouveau Larousse illustre'; dictionnaire universel
encyclope'dique, under Ares.
Mars (5s Venus. uottioelli, c^andro. iiational gallery. see
rt journal, 1897, 49:266.
Mars & Venus als liebespaar* see
913.38 Baumeister, A.
qB32
Donkmaler des klassisohen altertums. 3v.
v.l, p. 623.
Mars Borghese. Louvre. see
Nouveau Larousse illustre'; dictionnaire universel
enoyclope'dique, under Ares.
Mars Ludovisi. Rome, see
730 Duff, Mary Graham.
D87
Some noted sculptures. 2v. v. 2, p. 316 facing.
Mars vainqueur. Villa Albani & Louvre. see
Nouveau Larousse illustre; dictionnaire universel
onoyolopedique, under Ares.










Denkmailer des klassiaohen altertiicis. 3v»
V.2, p. QS6*
MEDUSA. (p. 23,25,27,36,42,43,44,45,46,47,48)
Medusa, one of the Gorgons, was, aooording to some of
the legends, at first a bsautiful maiden, but her hair
was changed into serpents by Athena. Her head was then of
so fearful appearance that it changed into stone whoever
looked at it. In €irt she is usually represented with a
wealth of hair wreathed in snakes and a beautiful face of




Denkmaier des klassischen alterturas. 3v.
V.2, p. 909.
Dying Medusa. Rome. Villa Ludovisi. see
730 Mitchell, Lucy M.
qM69
History of ancient sculpture. pi. 6, p. 618,
facing.
Medusa , see
292 Gayley, Charles Mills
G25
Classic myths in English literature. p. 226.
Medusa . Vinci, Leonardo da. Ploreno, Uffizi gallery, see
Scribner»s monthly, Jan. 1379, 17:346.
Medusa head. Speed, Harold. see
Studio, Oct. -Jan. 1898-09, 15:152.

Medusa Rondanini# Miinohen* see
913.38 Baumeister, A.
qB32
Denkraaier des klassischen altertiims. Zy*
V.2, p. 910.
Medusa's head. Urban, Hermann. see
Studio, June-Sept. 1399, 17:280.
MEROURY (p.49) Greek, Hermes.
Mercury, the Greek god Hermes, was the son of Zeus and
Maia. Various attributes are assigned to him according to
the different countries where he was defied. He is there-
fore represented as the god of speech, of eloquence, of the
sciences, of traffic, and of herds; as the messenger,
herald and ambassador of the gods. He is frequently rep-
resented in classic art.
Alcestis & Mercury. Mosaic. see
913.38 Sohreiber, Theodor.
Sch7




Denkmalor des klassischen altertums. 3v.
v.l, p. 647.
Ausruhender Hermes. Neapel. see
913.38 Baumeister, A.
qB32




Fortima & Mercury rait dem geldbeutel. see !;
913. 38 Baiimeister, A.
|
qB32




707 Henneolce, 0. & co.
H39
Art studies. p*70«
Mercury * John of Bologna. Florence. see
709 Fine artsj a course of university lessons. p. 291.
qln8
Merouiw . Low, Will H. From drawing to illustrate Keat's
**Lamia". see
I
Scribner. Jan. 1892, 11:106.
Merciii'y
. Wood, Derwent. see
Studio, Peb.-J,lay, 1899, 16:47.
Mercury . Blowing on pipes. see
707 Henneoke, 0. & co. '
H39
Art studies. p. 70.
Mercury . Far nesina. Raphael. see
Portfolio, 1895, Oartwright, Julia.
Raphael in Rome. p. 61.
Mercury . Fronton ancienne douane. Rouen. see
708 Le musee de sculpture corapare'e. 3v. v.l, pi. 126.
T74
Mercury & Argos. see
Portfolio, 1896. Armstrong, Walter.

Art of Velasquez. p*97.
Mercury & Pandora. see
707 Art for schools* p. 60#
017
Mercury & the graces. Tintoretto. Venice. Ducal palace, see
709 Goodyear, Williaiu Henry.
G63
History of art. Ed. 3. p. 295.
Mercury carrying a ram. Prom Oalamis, a Wilton House. see
709 Bell, Mrs. Nancy R. E. (Meugens)
B41
Elementary history of art, architecture,
sculpture, painting. p. 196.
Mercury conducting a soul to Charon. Terra-cot La. see
292 Gayley, Charles Mills.
G25
Classic myths in English literature. p. 78.
Mercury conducting souls to Pluto and Proserpine. see
292 Gayley, Charles Mills.
G25
Classic myths in English literature. p. 69.
Mercury finding the caducous. Idrac. see
Art journal, 1896, 48:209.
Mercury , god of merchandise. Housraan, Lawrence. see
Studio, Feb. -May, 1899, 16:69.
Mercury inventing the caduceus. Chapu. see
759.4 Brownell, W.O.
qB812
French art. p. 144.

Meroury inventing the lyre* see
750 Wilmot-Buxton, H.J«
B98
English painters. p. 70«
Mercury -iills Argus in the presence of Jupiter. Vase picture,
see
292 Gayley, Charles Mills.
025
Classic myths in English literature. p. 92.




Illustrations of Greek classics. p. 48.
Hermes . Praxiteles. As found and as restored. see
Brockiaus* Konversations-lexicon, under Hermes*
Hermes . Praxiteles. Head, see
730 Duff, Mary Graham.
D87
Some noted sculptures. 2v. p. 367, facing.
Hermes . Richmond, Sir W.B. see
Magazine of art, Nov. -Oct. 1900-01, 25:146.




Hermes. Sculptured column discovered by J.T. Wood. see
Century, Nov. 1886, 11:141.

Hermes . Wall painting from Pompeii. see
913.33 Hill, G.P.
H55
Illustrations of Greek classics. p. 50.
Hermes . Louvre. see
730 Oaproni, P.P. & brother.
017
Catalogue of plaster cast reproductions. p. 26.
Hermes a la bourse. Louvre. see
Nouveau Larousse illustre; dictionnaire universel
enoyclop^dique, under Hermes.
Hermes als rinderdieb & in der wiege. see
913.38 Baumeister, A.
qB32
Denkm'dler des klassisohen altertums. 3v.
v.l, p. 680.
Hermes & the babe Dionysos. Praxiteles. Olmpia. see
732 Mitchell, Lucy M.
M69
Selections from ancient sculpture. 20 plates pi. 8.








Hermes criophoros. Height, 7^ inches. British museum. see
709.38 Murray, A.S.
M98
Handbook of Greek archaeology. p. 341.

Hermes criophorus, Terr© cuite de Thespes. see
709.38 Oollignon, Maxime.
069
Manuel d'aroheblogie Grecque. p. 244.
Hermes mit nymphen. see
9i3.38 Baumeister, A.
qB32
Denkmaler des klassisohen altortums. 3v.
V.2, p. 1032.
Hermes Mosohophorus. Acropolis rausevun. see
913.38 Diehl, Oharles.
D56
Excursions in Greece. p. 115.




Hermes statue. Im Belvedere des Vaticans. see
913*38 Baumeister, A.
qB32
Denkmaler des klassisohen alter turns. 3v.
v.l, p. 675.
Orphems , Eurydioe & Hermes. Greek relief. Naples. see
913.38 Hill, G.P.
H55
Illustrations of Greek classics, p. 153.
Romer als Hermes, see
913.38 Baumeister, A.
qB32





Midas, a son of Gordius, was a wealthy king of Phrygian
Many legends are conneoted with his later life, of which
the best knovm is that of the Golden Touch, so beautifully
retold by Hawthorne, He was a pupil of Orpheus and a
promoter of the worship of Dionysus.
Midas St his daughter, Gibson, 0«D« see
707 Emery, M.S.
Em3
Hov/ to enjoy pictures. p. 128.
(L©) roi Midas. Poussin. see
Nouveau Larousse illustre; diotionnaire universel
encyolope'dique, under Midas.




Illustrations of Greek classics. p. 164.
MINERVA. "Quicksilver's sister", (p. 27,30,40,41,42,44)
Greek, Athena.
Minerva, called Athena by the Greeks, was one of the
great Roman divinities. She was worshipped as the goddess
of wisdom and the patroness of all the arts and trades.
She also guided men in the dangers of war, where victory
was to be gained by prudence, courage, and perseverance.
The Pallas Giustiniani, or Minerva Giustiniani, of the
Vatican museum, is the best known representation of Minerva

in art and is considered the finest existing full length
statue.
Athena . Colossal statue in Pentelio marble, called Minerva
Medici. Paris. Eoole des beaux arts. see
732 Mitchell, Lucy M.
M69
Selections from ancient sculpture. 20 plates,
pi. 2.




Denknaler des klassischen altertums. 3v.
v.l, p. 334.
Athena . Siegesopfer. see
913.38 Baumeister, A.
qB32
Denkm'^ler des klassischen altertums. 3v.
v.l, p. 211.
Athena . Vom ostfriese des Parthenon. see
913.38 Baumeister, A.
qB32
Denkm'dler des klassischen altertums. 3v.
V.3, p. 1316.
Athena . Mlinchen. see
913.38 Baumeister, A.
qB32
Denkmaler des klassischen altertums. 3v.
v.l, p. 214.




Donkmaler des klassisohen altertums. 3v.
V.2, p. 1153.
Athena als wehrhafte R5ttin, see
913.38 Baumeister, A.
qB32
Denkm'dler des klassisohen alterturns. 3v.
v.2, p. 1152.




Denkmi^ler des klassisohen altertums. 3v.
v.l, p. 220.
Athena mot dem l'6wenh©lm. see
913.38 Baumeister, A.
qB32
Denkmaler des klassisohen altertums* 3v«
v*l, p. 215.
Athena Parthenos. Phidias. Front. see
730 Duff, Mary Gordon.
D87
Some noted sculptures & their homes. 2v.
V.l, p« 3o8, facing.







Denkmaler des klassisohen altertums. 3v.
V.3, p. 1584.

Athene . Statue. see
708 Lemusee de sculpture oompare'e. 3v. v. 3, pi. 232.
T74
Athene & Marsyas. see
915.33 Baumeister, A.
qB32
DenkmUler des klassischen altertums. 3v.
V.2, p. 1001.
Athene Parthenos. Phidias. Statuette copy in Athens.
Sidevlew. Acropolis museum. see
720 Duff, Mary Graham.
B87





730 Duff, Mary Graham.
D87
Some noted sculptures & their homes. 2v.
V.2, p. 276.
Geburt der Athena. see
913.38 Baumeister, A.
qB32
Denkmaler des klassischen altertums. 3v.
v.l, p. 218.




Denkmaler des klassischen altertums. 3v.
v.l, p. 219.
Minerva . Cellini, Bonvenuto. Figure on the Perseus pedestal.
Florence. Veochio Palazzo. see

Art amateur, Aug, 1890, 23:55.
Minerva . Palin, W.M. see
Art journal, 1896, 48:236.
Minerva . Tiepolo. Fresco at the Villa Valmoranoe. see
Art journal, 1899, 51:338.
Minerva . Vedder, Elihu. see
022 Poster & Reynolds.
fP81
Library of Congress, arohitecture & mural
decorations. p. 39.
Minerva . Bust. Munich. Glyptothek. see
730 Duff, Mary Graham.
D87
Some noted sculptures & their hones. 2v.
v. 2, p. 392, facing.
Minerva of the capital. Rome. Vatican. see
730 Duff, Mary Graham.
D87
Some noted sculptures & their homes. 2v.
v.l, p. 128, facing.
Minerva poliade. (Minerva Giustiniani
.
) Vatican. see
730 Duff, Mary Graham.
D37
Some noted sculptures & their homes. 2v.
v.l, p. 106, facing.
Minerva triumphant over the vices. Mantequa. Louvre. see
Art journal, 1898, 50 J 104.





Opfer fiir Athena. see
913,38 Baumeister, A.
qB32
Denkmaler des klassischen altertujns. 3v,
v.l, p. 210.
Pallas Athene. Prora Velletri. Louvre. see
730 Duff, Mary Graham.
DB7
Some noted sculptures & their homes. 2v.
v.l, p. 186, facing.
Pallas Athene; triumph of wisdom over barbarity. Botticelli,
see
Magazine of art. May 1895, 18:277.
Theseus mit Athene vor Amphitriti. see
913.38 Baumeister, A.
qB32
Denlcm'aler des klassischen alterturas. 3v.
V.3, p. 1793.
NEPTUNE. "Old man of the sea**. Greek, Poseidon. (p. 117,118,
119,120,121,122)
Neptune, or Poseidon, was the brother of Zeus and the
husband of Amphitrite. When the universe was apportioned,
after the conquest of the Titans, he received as his share
the empire of the sea. He was considered the equal of
Zeus in power and was worshipped as the lord of the sea,
the sender of storms, and ruler of the waves. Like the
sea he was prone to stormy anger; the waves were his

horses; the trident his scepter. Relatively speaking he
is rarely depicted in art.
Neptune . Aivazowski, Ivan 0. see
Magazine of art, Dec. -Oct. 1899-1900, 24:412.
Neptune & Amphitrite. Rubens. see
Nouveau Larousse illustre'; dictionnaire universel
enoyclopedique, under Neptune.
Neptune in his car. see
292 Gayley, Charles Mills.
G25
Classic myths in English literature. p. 86.
Poseidon . Kolossale statue. see
913.38 Baumeister, A.
qB32
Denkm'&ler des klassischen altertums. 3v.
V.3, p. 1392.
Poseidon . Mosaikmedaillon. see
913.33 Baumeister, A.
qB32
Denkma,ler des klassischen altertums. 3v.
V.3, p. 1391.
Poseidon . Vasengemalde. see
913.38 Baumeister, A.
qB32
Denkm'dler des klassischen altertums. 3v.
v.3, p. 1388.





Poseidon , Miinohen, see
913.38 Bauineister, A.
qB3J3











Poseidon & Amymone. see
913.38 Baumeister, A.
qB32
DenkmHler des klassischen alter turns. 3v.
v.l, p. 78.




Poseidon Isthmios. Lange's restoration. soe
730 Mitchell, Lucy M.
qM69
History of ancient sculpture. p. 510.
NYMPHS (p. 28,35,36,37,38;
A numerous class of female divinities were called
nymphs. They were believed to dwell in groves, on summits
of mountains, in rivers, streams, glens, and grottoes.
Homer describes them as presiding over game, accompanying

Artemis and dancing with her in woods and fields. They
were also supposed to watch kindly over the fate of mortals.
Dance of nymphs. see
Art amateur, 1891, 24:128.
Dance of the nymphs. Oorot. see
750 Muthor, Richard.
qM58
History of modern painting. 3v. v. 2, p. 404.
Group of nymphs. Draper, Herbert. Painted ceiling. see
Studio, June 1903, 29:35.
Hylas & the nymphs. Waterhouse, J.W. see
Artist, Jan. -June, 1897, 19:248.
Nymph . Kronberg. see
750 Muther, Richard.
qlvI98
History of modern painting. 3v. v. 3, p. 353.
Nymph . Stott, William. see
Studio, Oct. -Mar. 1894-95, 4:9.




Chefs d*oeuvre of the industrial arts,
p. 342, facing.
Nymph resting. Henner. see
750 Muther, Richard.
qM98
















Nymph with wine jar and garland. From a terracotta group
owned by Thomas B. Clarke, see
Century, Feb, 1890, 17:556.
tlymphe . Merlin, see
708.4 Catalogue illustre de peinture & sculpture. p. 218.
Sol
Nymphes de la Seine. Goujon, Jean. Louvre. see
Houveau Larousse illustre; diotionnaire universel
encyolop^dique, under nyraphe.




Nymphs & Pan. Votive relief from Archandros. see
730 Mitchell, Lucy M.
qM69
History of ancient sculpture. p. 380.
Nymphs & stag. Schwind. sse
750 Muther, Richard.
qM9S
History of modern painting. 3v. v.l, p. 291.
Nymphs sortant du bain. Boucher, see
Nouveau Larousse illustre; diotionnaire universel
encyclopedique, under nymphe.
Pan & the nymphs. Votive relief. see
730 Mitchell, Lucy M.
qM69
History of ancient sculpture. p. 550.

Piper & the nymphs. Weguelin, J.R. see
70^% 3 Art at the Royal Academy, London, 1897. p. 25.
qSt9
R'dmlsohe nymphen ungeben von Diana, Silvanus, & Hercules. see
913.38 Baiimeister, A.
qB32
Denkmaler des klassischen alter turns. 3v.
V.2, p. 1033.
Satyr & nymphs. Rubens. Munich. see
709 Liibke, Wilhelm.
L96gE
Outlines of the history of art. 2v. v. 2, p. 546.
Startled nymphs. Obrist, Hermann. Portion of a fountain, see
Studio, Oct. -Jan., 1896-97, 9J149.
Water nymphs. see I
730 Caproni, P.P. & brother.
017
Catalogue of plaster cast reproductions. p. 101.
Water nymphs. Goujon, Jean. Prom the fountain of the Inno
Innocents. see
707 Art for schools. p. 61.
017
Wood njnnph. Burne-Jones. see
750 Muther, Richard.
qM98
History of modern painting. 3v. v. 3, p. 611.
PANDORA. (p. 81, 82, 83, 84, 85, 86, 87, 88, 89, 90, 91, 92, 93, 94, 95, 96,
97,98,99,100)
To punish Prometheus and mankind for the theft of fire,


















woman to whom all the Gods oontributed gifts. She was sent
to Epimethous, brother of Prometheus, who, in spite of
warnings, reoeived her. One version says that Pandora
opened a case in the house of Epimethous in which were kept
safe many blessings which thus became scattered and lost
—
only Hope remaining by prompt closing of the lid. A more
common story says that the box contained all the evils
possible for man and this box Pandora opened. The evils
poured out when the lid was raised and though she closed
it hastily she only succeeded in preventing the escape of








Dante Rossetti & the pre-Raphaeli te movement,
p. 157.
Pandora . Bates, Harry A.R.A. see
Ai'bist, Dec. 1897, 20 J 580, facing.
Pandora . Bougereau, W.A. see
Arts for America, Oct. 1897, 7:69, facing.
Pandora . Oh\irch, P.S. Prom the painting owned by W.T.
Evans, see
Harper, July 1835, 71:165, facing.

Pandora . Gibson, sse
759.9 Eraery, M.S.
Em3
How to enjoy pictiores. p. 128.
Pandora . Hurst, Hal. Decorative panel. see
Artist, Sept.-Doo. 1399, 26J146.
Pandora . Woodward, Alice B. see
Studio, Oct. -Mar. 1894-95, 4J134.
PEGASUS. (p. 169, 170, 171, 172, 173, 174, 176, 177, 178, 179, 180, 181,
182,183,184,185,186,187,188,189,190,191,192,193,194,
195,196/
In Greek legend Pegasus is a winged horse oaught at the
spring Pirene, in Corinth, by Bellerophon, through the aid
of Athena. Bellerophon used him in his conflict with the
Ohimaera and in his later battles. Afterwards, it is said,
Pegasus flew to heaven and was placed among the stars.
Bellerophon & Pegasus. see
292 Gayley, Charles Mills.
G25
Classic myths in English literature. p. 232.
Pegase . Aquarelle. see
Art & decoration, July-Dec. 1898, 4:168.
Pegase
. Bronze antique, musee du Louvre. see
Kouveau Larousso illustre; diotionnaire universal
encyclopedique, under Pegase.
(Le) pobte . Palgui^re. see
Art & decoration, 1897, 1 ;97, facing.

PERSEUS, (p. 21, 22, 23, 25, 26, 28, 29, 30, 31, 32, 34, 35, 56, 37, 38, 39,40
41,42,43,44,45, 46, 47, 48^
Perseus, son of Zeus and Danae, was a favorite subject of
ancient art and poetry. The slaying of the Medusa and the
rescue of Andromeda, his two greatest feats, are frequently
illustrated on early vases and in sculpture, (See also Danae^
Persee, Cellini, Benvenuto. Florence. Loggia dei Lanzi. see
708 Le musee de sculpture coraparee. 3v, v. 3, t)1» 253.
T74
Perseus. Allen, Charles J. see
Magazine of art, Nov. -Oct. 1900-01, 25:16.
Perseus. Oanova. Detail. Vatican, see
709 Goodyear, William H.
G63T
Renaissance & modern art. p. 247.
Perseus . Leighton, Sir Frederick, bart. P.R.A. Model in
clay. see
Studio, Apr. -Sept. 1893, 1:2.
Perseus . Pomeroy, P.W« see
709 Record of art in 1898. p. 70.
9St9
Perseus & Andromeda. Burne-Jones. see
750 Muther, Richard.
qM98
History of painting. 3v. v. 3, p. 601.
Perseus & Andromeda. Marble relief. Naples. see
913.38 Peck, Harry Thurston.
H23
Harper's dictionary of classical literature &

antiquities.
Perseus d: Andromeda. Capitol ine museum, see
292 Gayley, Charles Mills,
035
Classic inyths in English literature, p. 230.
Perseus & die enthauptete Medusa. see
913.33 Baumeister, A.
qB32
Denkmaler des klassisohen alter turns. 3v.
V.3, p. 1290.
Perseus & the Gorgons. Attic black figured vase. Paris.
Bibliothbque National e. see.
913.33 Hill, G.P.
H55
Illustrations of Greek classics. p. 158.
Perseus slaying the Gorgon. Metope from Selinus. see
709.38 Oollignon, Maxime.
069E
Manual of Greek archaeology. p. 113.
Perseus with the Gorgon's head. Vase picture. see
292 Gayley, Charles Mills.
G25
Classic myths in English literature. p. 227.
(Die) tblungder Medusa parodiert Perseus. see
913.38 Baumeister, A.
qB32
Denkm'aler des klassisohen altertums. 3v.
V.3, p. 1291.
PHILEMON. ( p. 140, 141, 143, 144, 145, 146, 147, 148, 149, 150, 152, 153,















Philemon and Baucis were a pair of poor Phrygian peasants,
the Darby and Joan of olassloal antiquity. Jupiter and
Meroury, wandering through the country in human form, were
hospitably entertained by them when all the neighbors had
turned the travelers from their doors. The gods, therefore,
while destroying all the rest of the neighborhood by floods,
changed their poor cottage to a splendid temple. Here the
two held the priestly office for the rest of their lives
and finally, on their prayer that they might not be




Baucis, & their two guests. see
313. Hawthorne, Nathaniel
H31w
Wonder book. p. 177, facing.
QUICKSILVER (p. 36, 27, 28, 29, 30, 31, 32, 34, 35, 36, 37, 38, 39,40,41,4S,
43,44,49,85,148,150,151,152,153,154,155,156,157,158,
159,160) See Mercury.
VENUS. (p. 115) Greek, Aphrodite.
Venus, wife of Hephaestus, was the goddess of love and
beauty. She was not noted for her fidelity however, and
her amours were nugierous. By Anchises she became the mother
of Aeneas and was accordingly regarded by the Romans as
their progenitor. Others of her lovers were Ares, Dionysius,
and Adonis. She is said to have sprung from the foam of
the sea, whence her Greek name. Aphrodite. In art she is
frequently represented in all ages.

Allegory of Venus* Bellini, Giovanni* Venioo* Academy, see
759 Master in art* Under Bellini, pi. 4.
qM59
Alter ttimliohe Venus. see
913.38 Baumeister, A*
qB32
Denkm'dler des klassischen alter turns. 3v.
v.l, p. 88.








Aphrodite au bain. see
La grande enoyclope'die, under Venus.
Aphrodite aus Pompeji. Bemalte statuette. see
913.38 Baunieister, A.
qB32
Denkm'dler des klassisohen altortums. 3v.
V.3, p. 1344, facing.
Aphrodi te head. Vienna. Prom a cast at Heidelberg. see
732 Mitchell, Lucy M.
M69
Selections from ancient sculpture. pi. 19.
Aphrodi te nursing Eros. lonides collection of Tanagra terra-
cottas, see
Studio, June-Sept. 1898, 14 J 104.





Aphrodite pourtal^. Prom Greek bronzes. see
Artist, May-Aug. 1898, 22:118.
Bath of Venus. Burne-Jones, Sir Edward, bart. see
Magazine of art, 1894, 17:341.
Birth of Venus. Botticelli, Sandro. see
759 Masters in art. Under Botticelli, pi. 5.
qM39
Gupid & Venus, see
730 Oaproni, P.P. & brother.
017
Catalogue of plaster cast reproductions, p. 98.
Fragmentary Aphrodite head. Pound at Olympia. Prom a cast
in the British Mudeum. see
732 Mitchell, Lucy M.
M69
Selections from ancient sculpture. pi. 19.
Head of the Aphrodite Melos. Louvre. Prom a cast in
Heidelberg, see
732 Mitchell, Lucy M.
M69
Selections from ancient sculpture. 20pl. pi. 18.




Denkmaler des klassischen altertums. 3v.
V.3, p. 1403.













Mars & Venus. Bottioelli. Rome National gallery. see 1
Harper, Aug. 1888, 77:467.
Mars & Venus. Oanova. Buckingham palaoe. see
709
B41
Bell, Mrs. Nanoy R. E. (Meugens)
Elementary history of art, architecture.
Sculpture and painting, p. 279.




Outlines of the history of art. 2v. v. 2, p. 525.




Classic myths in English literature. p. 114.
(La) naissanc© de Velius. Boueuereau. William. Lnxembour^r. see
709.4
qB29
Nos mus(/es nationaux; le Louvre & le Luxembourg,
p. de livraison , 13.
(La) naissanoe de Ve'nus- Qabanel^ Alexandre. LuxfiTnhmiT'g. see
700.4 Nos rause'es nationaux; le Louvre & le Luxembourg,
p. d© livraison, 8.
f

Reolinlm Venus, VeocMo, Palma. see
709 Pine arts; a course of university lessons, p, 406.
qlnS
Sleeping Venus. Poussin. see
750 Van Dyke, J.O.
V28T
Textbook of the history of painting. p. 133.
Tinted Venus* Gibson, John, see
709 Bell, Mrs. Nancy R. E.(Meugens)
B41
Elementary history of art, arohi teoturo, sculpture
painting. p. 301.
Toilet of Venus. Raphael. see
Portfolio, July-Dec. 1895, Gartwright, Julia.
Raphael in Rome. p. 67.
(La) tiolette de Vemis. Boucher, Francois. Louvre. see
708.4 Nos musd'es nationaux; le Louvre & le Luxenbourg.
qB29
p. de livraison, 14.
Toilette of Venus. Olodion. Terra-cotta bas-relief belong-
ing to M. Carrier Belleuse. see
704 Burty, Phillippe.
B95
Chefs d'oeuvre of the industrial arts. p. 17,
facing.
Triomphe de Venus. Royer, L. see
708.4 Catalogue illustr^ salon de 1895. p. 232.
Sol
Venus . Canova. see

707 Henneoke & oo.
H39
Art studies, p# 65»
Venus * Donoghue* see
759.1 Hartmann, Sadakiohi*
H59
History of American art. 2v. v.2, p. 57,
Venus . Meroie', Antonin. Luxembourg. see
703 Nos muse'es nationaux; le Louvre & le Luxembourg.
qB29
p. de livraison, 3.
Venus . Stott, William, see
Studio, Got. -Mar. 1894-95, 4 J 5.
Venus . Thorwaldsen. see
Artist, Mar. 1896, 17sl29.
Venus . Titan. see
750 Woltmann, Alfred, A Woermann, Karl.
W83
History of painting. 2v. v. 2, p. 620.
Venus . Titian. Dresden. see
709 Lubke, Wilhelm.
L96gE
Outlines of the history of art. 2v. v. 2, p. 375.
Venus . Velasquez. Prom photo of the painting. see
Portfolio, 1896. Armstrong, Walter.
Art of Velasquez. p. 77.
Venus . Whistler, James McNeill. see
Studio, Oct. 1903, 30:15.

Venus > Wood, P. Derwent. Sketch model for a niche figure.
s
Artist, Sept. -Dec. 1901, 32:138.
ttnWr y
Venus . Prom sixteenth^bronze. Berlin. see
730 Oaproni, P.P. & brother.
017
Catalogue of plaster cast reproductions, p. 29.
Venus aocroupio & 1 'Amour. Rome. see
Nouveau Larousse illustrej diotionnalre universel
enoyolopedique, under Venus.
Venus Anadyomene. see
Century, Nov. 18B1, UIOO.
Venus & Adonis, see
707 Hennecke & co.
H39
Art studies. p. 60.
Venus & 1* Amour essayant les armes de Mars. Louvre. see
Nouveau Larousse illustre; diotionnalre universel
encyclopedique, under Venus.
Venus & Anchises. Richmond, Sir W.B,, R.A. Liverpool.
Walker art gallery. see
Magazine of art, Nov. -Oct, 1900-01, 25:145.
Venus & Bacchante. Titian. Munich. see
709 Goodyear, William Henry.
G63
History of art. Ed. 3. p. 293.
Venus & Cupid. Titian, see
Harper, Sept. 1877, 55:509.

Venus & Cupid. Warner, Olin, see
Scribner, Oct* 1896, 20:440«
Venus & les amours. Boucher. In collection of G.Harland
Peck, Esq. see
Magazine of art, Nov. -Oct. 1001-02, 26:419.
Venus & Mars. Alma-Tadems, Laurens. see
Scribner, Dec. 1895, 18:678.
Venus & Paris. Machell, R. see
Artist, Nov. 1897, 20:531.
Venus & Tannhauser. Koe, Lawrence. see
Artist, 1896, 18:7.




Venus Aprodite. Alcamenes. see
730 Flaxman, John.
P61
Lectiires on sculpture. pi. 21.
Venus at bath. Renaissance. Louvre. see
730 Oaproni, P.P. & brother.
017
Catalogue of plaster cast reproductioiis. p. 28.
Venus at Vulcan's forge. Luini, Bernardino. see
Artist, Sept, -Dec. 1900, 29:43.
Venus aveo I'e'pee de Mars. Florence. see

Nouveau Larousse illustre; diotionnaire universel
encyolopedique, under Venus.
Venus Gallipyge. Naples. see





Roman literature in relation to Roman art. p. 164.
Venus ooming from bath. see
707 Henneoke & co.
H39
Art studies. p. 66.
Venus ooncordia. Burne-Jones, Sir Edward. Prom an unfinished!
picture. see
Magazine of art, Dec. -Oct. 1399-1900, 24 J 164.
Venus dans un paysage. Oranach, Lucas, dit le vieux. Louvre. see
708.4 Nos musses nationa^-ix; le Louvre & le Luxembourg.
qB24
p. de livraison, 11.
Venus das haar trocknend. see
913.38 Baumeister, A.
qB32
Denkmaler des klassisohen altertums. 3v.
v.l, p. 90.
Venus de Medici. Cleomenes. Head. Florence. Uffizi. see
730 Duff, Mary Graham.
D87
Some noted sculptures. 2v. v.l, p. 247, facing.
Venus de Medici. Cleomenes. Side. Florence. Uffizi. see

730 Duff, Mary Graham.
D87
Some noted soulptures. 2v. Bost. 1889.
v.l, p. 242, facing.
Venus disGordia. Burne-Jones, Sir Edward. Prom an unfinished
picture. see
Magazine of art, Dec. -Oct. 1899-1900, 24:165.
Venus disrobing for the bath. Leighton, Lord Frederick, P. R.A.
see
Artist, Sept. -Dec. 1898, 23J222.
Venus going to bath. see
707 Hennecke & co.
H39
Art studies. p. 66.
Venus in koisohen gewande. (Venus genetrix. ) see
913.38 Baumeister, A.
qB32
Denkm'aler des klassisohen alter turns. 3v.
v.l, p. 91.
Venus in der muschel. see
913.38 Baumeister, A.
qB32
Denkm'aler des klassisohen altertums. 3v.
v.l, p. 94.
Venus * looking-glass. Burne-Jones, Edward. Engraved by
Dujardin* see
Portfolio 1885, v. 16, Stephens P.G. Edward Burne-
Jones, A.R.A. p. 230.
Venus mit den busengiirtel. see
913.38 Baumeister, A»

Denkmaler des klassischen altertums, 3v.
v.l, p. 367.
Venus of Oapua» see
Century, Nov* 1881, 1J102.
Venus of Oox. Praxiteles, see
730 Plaxman, John,
F61
Lectures on sculpture, pi, 23,
Venus of Melos. Alexandres, son of Menides of Antiochus. see
730 Duff, Mary Graham,
D87
Some noted sculptures, 2v, v,l, p,162, facing,





Venus of the Vatican, see
Century, Nov. 1881, 1:100.
Venus port^e par les amours. Oorregio. Louvre. see
709.45 Muntz, Eugene.
qM88
Histoire de l*art pendent la renaissance. 3v.
v,3, p,458, facing,






Venus reclining with oupids, Botticelli, Sandro. see
Portfolio, 1886, 17:165,
Venus removing her sandal* Bronze. British museum, see
730 Oaproni, P.P. & brother,
017
Catalogue of plaster cast reproductions, p,29,
Vulcan showing the arms of Eneas to Venus. Boucher. see
759.4 Brownell, W.O.
qB812
French art. p. 16,
Venus Urania, see
Century, Nov, 1881, 1:100.
Venus victrix. Louvre. see
Century, Nov. 1881, 1:101.
Venus verticordia. see
Portfolio, Jan. -June. 1894, v. 25. Stephens, P.O.
Dante Gabriel Rossetti. Frontispiece.
Venus with doves. Modern. see
730 Caproni, P.p. & brother.
C17
Catalogue of plaster cast reproductions, p. 29.
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